30 Years of Fest

Kaleidoscope Gathering is a completely nonpartisan gathering. We are open to people of all
faiths, religions, cultures, abilities, genders and
sexual orientations. This gathering is committed
to fostering tolerance and creating safe spaces.
While some of our workshops and rituals do
refer to the teachings and philosophies of
various schools of thought, the Gathering is not
in any way officially aligned with any of these
beliefs or institutions.

IN MEMORIAM

Gypsy Birch

Chris Benson
‘Jock MacGregor’

“Do you not know that a man is not
dead while his name is still spoken?”
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~Terry Pratchett
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Welcome HOME (Here On Mother Earth)
Our lives are a series of happenings, events that we can view any number of
ways. Things often happen by chance. It is up to us to recognize the serendipitous, when it appears – the windfall apple, glances of true love, accident that
leads to invention, mindfulness fused with gratitude, poignancy in the mundane.
The theme word “serendipity” comes to us from Sufi wisdom tales, and is now
part of popular culture – from pink sea monsters to freckles that resemble constellations. On this, the 30th anniversary of KG, no theme could be better than
“serendipity.” This is a festival put on by volunteers, put on by you – the Festers. You are the magic! Every time we unique souls come together in our kaleidoscope of traditions and paths, we are reacquainted with the mystery of recognizing and manifesting the good from what is at hand. This is an act of magic.
This is recognition of serendipity.
The program for our gathering looks amazing. There are workshops for young
and old, for the beginner and the experienced. We have a Munchkinland program for the ankle-biters, and drumming and dancing at night for the adults. It
has been heard whispered that many folx are planning serendipitous shenanigans. There are concerts in the evenings Wednesday through Friday, with the
Bardic Competition taking place on Saturday, and a Pagan Prom on Sunday that
is themed “Masquerade: Halloween in August.”
Raven’s Knoll has modified some of our policies over the last few years. Notably, people of any gender identity or expression should feel free to attend at any
sacred space or ritual at the Knoll (as well as any washroom they are comfortable using). Cannabis is now legal in Canada! The Knoll has a newly renovated
4/20 lounge at the Elvii Shrine, as well as specific camping areas where cannabis can be smoked or vaped. We also have new non-tobacco smoking and vaping areas, where kids play and people eat. Let’s all work together to revel in our
differences and cooperatively respect each other.
Bright blessings, in frith, Megwetch,
Dr. Maryanne “MA” Pearce &
Austin “Auz” Lawrence
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Complaints and Concerns Reporting Policy
Every year we revisit our safety policies and practices, in response to feedback from the community, to ensure we uphold the highest possible standards to ensure a safe and entirely positive Fest
experience. Remember you can always approach any member of staff at any time with any concern. All staff members wear the black registration bracelets, and many can be identified by the
radios they may be wearing. Not all radio-carriers are Monkeys! You can always go to Staff
Camp, the YAG or Reg, if they are open, to seek staff.
Safety is our top priority, and we appreciate the assistance of all of our attendees in creating a safe
and comfortable place for everyone to enjoy the festival.
Reported complaints and concerns about issues such as health and safety concerns, and harassment or other problem behaviour, will be handled as described in the policy and procedures that
are in effect when we receive the report, taking into account the rules, Code of Conduct and KG
policies in effect when the incident took place.
Who can report a problem?
Anyone who was directly affected by or witnessed a problem can file a report. We encourage you
to report problems to help us keep everyone safe.
What sort of problem can I report?
You can report any behaviour or pattern of behaviour that violates our festival rules or policies,
including: Kaleidoscope Gathering festival rules, sexual harassment policy, fire safety policy, pet
policy, inclusivity policies, cannabis policy, tobacco / vaping policy, concerns about staff, and
contraventions of the Criminal Code .
You can also report any behaviour or pattern of behaviour that you feel is dangerous or harmful to
you or others, or that makes you feel uncomfortable. If someone is actively making it difficult for
you or others to enjoy or fully participate in the event, we would like to know about it.
When can I report a problem?
You can report at any time. However, we would like you to report as soon as possible during or
after an incident if you think someone could cause harm or cause problems for multiple people.
How do I report a problem?
If there is an immediate personal safety issue (or safety of others), please report the problem to
security and/or medical staff as soon as possible. This can be done by asking for help from anyone with a radio, who can call for the appropriate staff members.
For all other problems during the festival, you have different mechanisms to share your concerns.
One approach is to report the issue to the Flying Monkeys (security) or, for sensitive issues such
as breaches of the Sexual Harassment Policy, you can choose to contact a representative of Raven’s Knoll/Festival Organizer (i.e., one of the owners or their delegate). This can be done by
asking a staff member to call the festival organizer. You can speak in private to the representative
of Raven’s Knoll/Festival Organizer.
If you are unsure how to proceed, or would prefer to talk to someone other than staff, you can
contact the Advocate Support Team. This is a non-staff, volunteer team that assists festival guests.
You can report a problem to the Advocate Team by dropping a note in the locked Advocate Support Box at the Standing Stone. Only members of the Advocate Support Team will have access to
the box. The Team will check the box daily and a member of the team will get in touch with you
to set up a meeting time. Your identity will be kept confidential, unless express permission is
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provided to the Advocate Support Team members, except where reporting is mandatory by law.
After the event, you can also report concerns by emailing kgfestival@rogers.com. Note that this
email is not checked during the event.
What will happen if I make a report?
If you report during the festival to Security or Festival Organizers
You will be offered a private space to talk to the person who responds to your concern. The responder will listen to your concerns, explain the possible outcomes/options, and ask you how you
would like to proceed. The responder, or another responder, may speak to others (e.g. witnesses,
the person the report concerns) as necessary. Other relevant staff or a representative of Raven’s
Knoll/Festival Organizer (if this has not already done) may be brought into the conversation.
If you request, a member of staff or a representative of Raven’s Knoll/Festival Organizer will
report back to you to explain what action has been taken. Note that in some instances, privacy
concerns restrict what can be shared.
If you report during the festival to the Advocate Support Team
You will be offered a private space to talk to a member of the Advocate Support Team. The Advocate Support Team member will listen to your concerns, explain the process for making a report to Security or a representative of Raven’s Knoll/Festival Organizer and what they will do if
you make a report. In addition, they will let you know what the possible outcomes are and ask
how you would like to proceed.
You can then: Make a report to Security or a representative of Raven’s Knoll/Festival Organizer
on your own, as described above; Ask a member of the Advocate Support Team to accompany
you and support you while making a report to Security or a representative of Raven’s Knoll/
Festival Organizer; Ask the Advocate Support Team to pass your concerns along to Security or a
Festival Organizer/Raven’s Knoll representative, without your name. Please note this anonymity
may not be possible in cases, such as where there is mandatory reporting, ongoing criminal proceedings, etc. Where anonymity is possible, it may make it harder for Security to make further
inquiries, and you will not be notified of the outcome of the report.
Please note that while they will do our best to make you feel safe and heard, the Advocate Support Team does not provide mediation and will not carry messages between you and the person
you make a report about.
If you report after the event
If you email or phone a report after the event, a representative of Raven’s Knoll/Festival Organizer will receive your report and respond. It can be much more difficult for follow-up after the
event, as names may not be known or be able to be contacted. The representative of Raven’s
Knoll/Festival Organizer will take the information and may ask questions for clarification, and if
necessary, make further inquiries or involve other staff, such as the head of security. If you request follow-up, you will be informed of any action taken in connection with your report.
What are the possible outcomes of a report?
The Advocate Support Team does not investigate reports, or have any power to act on a report,
except as described above. If you report an issue to Security and/or a representative of Raven’s
Knoll/Festival Organizer, once any appropriate inquiries are complete, possible outcomes include:
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The person who is the subject of a report may be asked to change their behaviour at the
festival;



The person may receive a warning;



The person may be required to avoid certain areas of the campground;



The person may be required to leave the festival;



The person may not be allowed to attend the festival in future years;



The festival rules may be reviewed to determine whether they should be updated to
address similar situations in future;



Police and/or social services may be contacted;



Where appropriate, no action may be taken.

Safety and Well-being
The safety and well-being of every member of our Kaleidoscope family is our highest priority.
Remember you can always approach any member of staff at any time with any concern. All staff
members wear the black registration bracelets, and many can be identified by the radios they may
be wearing. Not all radio-carriers are Monkeys! You can always go to Staff Camp, the Yag or
Reg if they are open to seek staff.
KG IS A SAFE SPACE: Sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated. If
you witness or experience inappropriate behavior, please report it to a member of staff, or the
ombudspersons.
ADVOCATE TEAM: Should anyone have concerns about anything that has occurred at KG, we
urge you to immediately come to MA, Badger or another staff member for action. However, we
understand that sometimes people are not comfortable doing so. A suggestion from the community was for an independent, non-staff person to act as an advocate, go-between or receive information anonymously. As such, for the second year, two individuals (Jacky V and Chrissy) have
agreed to be ombudspersons. You can leave a note for them in a box, and they will call you to
meet up to discuss, if you leave a number. The box and forms will be kept at the Standing Stone,
under the stoffa tent. One of the advocate team will check regularly to follow up.
FIRST AID & MEDICAL EMERGENCIES: Our highly skilled medical team is here to provide first response for moderate to serious injuries and other medical emergencies. For minor cuts
and scrapes, we encourage you to bring your own first aid kit. First Aid Kits are available at the
Sick Bay and beside the Registration Hut for you to bandage yourselves as if you were at home. If
you experience or witness a medical emergency, any staff member will know how to summon the
medics. Unless a person cannot or should not be moved, please go to the Sick Bay Cabin, near
Staff Camp (across from Registration) to be treated. The medics can meet you there. Our medics
CANNOT provide any prescription or over-the-counter medications, including painkillers or
antihistamines like Bendryl. If you are likely to need medications, make sure you have them.
There are voluntary medical information forms at registration. The medics may wish to meet with
you – or you can request a visit – if you have medical issues you wish to discuss ahead of time.
Sick Bay is kept locked; it has a refrigerator for medication if you need to keep your medication
in there. There are sharp containers in each bathroom and at Sick Bay. DO NOT dispose of needles in the garbage.
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THE FLYING MONKEYS (KG Security): They are here to help everyone have an enjoyable
fest by ensuring a safe and secure environment. Flying Monkeys will be patrolling throughout
Raven’s Knoll, day and night. Do not hesitate to approach them with any problems or concerns
you may have—from walking you to your campsite in the dark to serious issues. And please, if a
member of security asks you to do something—or to stop doing something—be respectful and
comply. They are only doing it for your safety and/or that of your fellow fest-goers. And on the
same note, if you have any issues with a Monkey, please ask to speak to Badger (head of monkeys), the KG organizers MA or Auz, or the ombudspersons.
COLOURED BRACELETS FOR THOSE UNDER 18: In order to ensure the well-being of
minors, anyone under 18 (the legal age of majority in Ontario) will have a bright coloured bracelet. Everyone must wear the silicone, non-latex, non-allergenic bracelets at all times. Please note
that the age for using alcohol and recreational cannabis in Ontario is 19.
CHILD AND PET FIND: As a precaution, we ask all parents to take a photo of each of their
children (under 17) with their cell phones when they arrive on site. If you do not have a phone,
ask a friend! In the event your child is separated from you, it can be texted to all security staff
quickly during a search. This is voluntary, obviously, but sometimes children (or parents) do wander away or time gets away from them. If you encounter a child that has become separated from
their parents, please notify a member of staff or bring the child to Staff Camp. We also suggest
you take a photo of your pet if you have brought one.

Inclusivity
By its very name, Kaleidoscope is meant to be a welcoming space for everyone. In recent years
we have instituted many changes to make Fest inclusive for everyone.
BATHROOMS: Raven’s Knoll welcomes people of all gender identities and expressions. Transphobic discrimination and harassment are not tolerated. Transgender and non-binary identified
people are free to use the bathroom that most closely corresponds with their internal sense of
gender or that feels most comfortable for them. There are will be no policing of bathrooms by
anyone, and people need to feel safe in their chosen bathroom.
GENDERED SPACES: In the past, the Red Spiral and Men’s Cairn have been spaces for people
who identify with that gender identity. However, this still creates a barrier for non-binary or agender people, and for individuals who wish to work with female/male energy. As such, all locations
on Raven’s Knoll are now open to all individuals; there are no gendered spaces.
FEMININE/MASUCULINE ENERGY RITUALS: Previously, the various third gender and
LGBTTIQQ2S+ rituals have been open to all; this has not changed. Women’s and men’s (or
male/female) were open to anyone of that gender identity. Again, this still creates a barrier for
inclusivity. The feminine/masculine rituals are now open to all individuals. The adult Warrior
Circles are now based on skill level, not gender. (The teens and children’s Warrior Circles are
based on age).
JOURNEY OF THE YANA: For years, KG has had the privilege of having two competitions
for women and men and those who identify with them, the Trials of Artemis and Stag King Competition. Last year we introduced a new journey to take, one for the members of the community
who are not congruent with either of those competitions. This journey is for the ones who lie
somewhere in between the feminine and masculine, or not there at all. The journey of the YANA
is a competition for individuals who do not solely identify with cis-gendered themes. This competition is open to all who identify with the transgender, third gender, or non-binary. This competition is designed to be as physically accessible as possible. Some participants of the YANA may
also choose to participate in either or both the Stag King or Huntress.
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TOPLESSNESS ON THE BEACH: People of all genders are permitted to be topless on the
public beach. Please be aware that we cannot do anything about people in boats going by – some
of whom stop, watch or take photos. Keep your bottoms on, please!

Cannabis & Tobacco
CANNABIS SMOKING: With legal cannabis now in effect, we still have to manage within
Ontario regulations, which largely concern use around children or within indoor spaces. Only
those 19+ can consume; you cannot share or gift with anyone under 19. Edible and topical can be
used anywhere. There is no smoking or vaping of cannabis in RK trailers, RVs or buildings, in
tents or tent trailers, or in most non-designated outdoor spaces. Your may consume in your own
RV or hard top trailer.
Rather than puzzle though the confusion of geography and distances, we have simplified things
by listing the following designated consumption locations, where any method of consuming cannabis is allowed at Raven’s Knoll. These spaces will be clearly marked.
1.
2.

3.

The Elvii Shrine (a.k.a. Graceland), located just to the north of the Drumming Firepit, just
before the Shrine Trail.
Campsites on Bogside Road, from the start of the Pine Forest (by Staff Camp) up to the turn
on to Wall Road at the top of the Pine Forest, going back up to 9 metres on either side of the
road.
Campsites in ‘the Pocket’, which is a triangular area defined as being within 20 metres of the
point where the Bonnechere River bank meets mowed grass on the south-east corner of the
Knoll, near Turtle Beach.

Note to Parents and guardians: Families may camp in these last two locations, but parents and
guardians are responsible for the health and safety of anyone 18 years or under camping in those
locations at all times. The Great Pyr, the Hearth Fire, the Security Outpost at the corner of Yellow
Brick Road and the Wall Road are all located fairly close to a designated consumption location,
which could result in exposure to some drifting of smoke, vapour, or odour near those locations.
Unfortunately, there are no designated consumption locations that could be sited in areas easily
accessible to water or electrical hook-ups.
There are many locations at the Knoll that are cognate to public locations around which certain
types of cannabis consumption is prohibited. They were considered in the development of this
policy. At the Knoll these locations include: the property line with the children’s camp on the
west side of the property; the playground; the beach; the Great Pyr; the Hearth Fire fire pit; the
Raven Field fire pit; the Bread Oven; the Raven Stage; the horse shoe pit and Pixie Bike stand;
the comfort station; the Rabbit Hole registration building; the Sick Bay medical hut; the Ye Aulde
Grubbe food truck; the seating outside of the Rookery; the Security Outpost at the corner of Yellow Brick Road and the Wall Road; and, the Standing Stone fire pit.
TOBACCO USE: Due to proximity to areas where children congregate, the need to maintain
smoke-free buildings and workplaces, as well as the requirement to create camping areas free
from second-hand tobacco exposure, there are a number of outdoor areas designated as being free
from tobacco-product smoke or vapour: the playground; the commons between the YAG, the
Rookery, and comfort stations; the medical hut / sick bay; and at registration.
You can vape in your personal tents, but cannot smoke. You can vape in your own trailer or RV,
but not any of the Knolls’ trailers. Smoking is allowed if the personal RV has a working fire
alarm, and is not parked in an outdoor tobacco-free location.
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No smoking or vaping in the Raven’s Knolls’ buildings, or within 9 metres of them. No smoking
on the Raven Stage or within 9 metres of the front of the stage. (During concerts, basically smoking only allowed behind where the sound booth is.)

Fire Pits & Fire Safety
FIRE BAN: We work with the local fire station, who has inspected our main pits and knows
exactly what we are doing. In the event that we do have a fire ban, we do have a backup plan that,
while cannot replace a KG fire, it can afford an experience that you can dance and drum to.
FIRES: Remember that fire safety is everyone's responsibility. There must be absolutely no
campfires, candles or open flames in the pine forests. Personal fires are permitted in some areas;
please check with Badger, TomyHawk, or Brendan if you if you want a personal fire; you must
have your own fire bowl. Please be very careful with lanterns and gas stoves. No charcoal or
Naptha BBQs or lanterns are permitted. If you smoke, always dispose of your butts safely. At
past KGs, butts have been found on the roads, paths, campsites, Mirkwood and in the pine forests—very scary. There is a fire safety warning meter in front of the Rookery that will announce
the fire safety level and inform you if a campfire ban has gone into effect.
BUTT CANS: Butt cans are around the site for smokers. Do not put garbage or recycling in
these! Also, no doggie scoop bags. Flaming poop might sound funny, but it really is not.
GENERAL FIREPIT ETIQUETTE: For both newcomers and alumni, the drumming and dancing fire pit is one of the highlights of the festival. There are several pretty basic etiquette rules that
you should be aware of:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Be considerate of your fellow fire-goers. Many people are barefoot, so no glass bottles at any
of the bonfires. There will be clean, empty pop bottles at the entrance to the dancing fire to
pour your bottles into before recycling and entering into the firepit.
If you are dancing, don’t smoke. Lit cigarettes and bare skin don’t mix. (Also, leave your
beverage container aside when you dance.)
Screaming and yelling are not part of the dancing and drumming experience, and disturb
campers and neighbours in ways the lovely sound of drums do not. Excessive noise / yelling
is not appropriate, especially at 3 in the morning!
Libate the drummers (and dancers—and Fire Keepers). Drumming and dancing is hard, hot,
thirsty work. Bottles of water passed around are very much appreciated.
If you are dancing or standing around remember to allow space for a second circle of dancers
to form, if required. This is where the faster dancers and meditative or trancing dancers
usually circle.
At the fire pit people are dressed or undressed as a personal expression of spirituality or freedom. Nakedness is not an invitation to staring, comment, compliment, physicality or social
attention. (Remember, although someone may interact in a familiar way with you during the
daytime – providing a hug, say –in states of nakedness new boundaries apply.) Treat all with
respect and keep KG a safe place.
Please do mind the Fire Keepers and Monkeys, and don’t forget to say “thank you” and
“hello” once in a while—Fire Keeping is a lonely job!

Please note that it can get very cold at night, away from the fire. Please be sure to cover yourself
well after leaving the fire to avoid hyperthermia. Extra blankets are available at the firepit. Please
keep your children (and friends) well wrapped if they fall asleep at the fire pit.
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FIRE PITS: KG is very pleased to offer different evening bonfire areas (pending continued approval by the local fire authorities):
1. The Hearth Fire is a quiet bonfire where families can relax and chat. No drumming here.
Some nights there will be sing-a-longs. Fire keepers are volunteers who have been preapproved and gone through Firemongers training. If a fire is desired at Antici-fest, you may
pass the hat to cover the wood costs and pick it up at Reg. Remember, this is the quiet firepit.
2. The Drumming Fire is the place for drumming and dancing the night away. Skyclad welcome. This firepit will not open until the Tuesday night before KG, when the Tribe hosts the
Primodial Fire.
3. The Standing Stone fire pit will be a group fire. If a fire is desired at Antici-fest, you may
pass the hat to cover the wood costs and pick it up at Reg. It is a “fairly quiet” firepit but not
as much as the Hearth Fire.

People and Spaces of the Knoll
MEET THE STAFF: The Newbie Tea will host a meet and greet for festers, new and experienced, to meet the KG staff. Hug a Monkey, shake hands with a Troll, giggle with a Yägermeister
or simply say hello to the folks who volunteer on their vacation to hopefully make your vacation
the highlight of the year. Ask questions, introduce yourself and meet other festers.
THE STANDING STONE: The Standing Stone area is not a camping area, but a public space
for workshops, meet and greets, receptions, choir practice and hanging about. Two large stoffa
tents are there for shade. If there is a fire keeper and interest, this fire pit can be used in the evening for visiting, sitting, acoustic music or the like.
WORKSHOP SPACES: Each workshop area has a white board, markers and a few chairs.
Please use the courtesy seating system to allow Elders, the disabled and pregnant / nursing
women to use the chairs rather than having to carry their own. The workshops, as much as possible, are in the main area to reduce the amount of walking people have to do to get between workshops. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Rookery (either in or in front of the Rookery, as the presenter prefers)
The Rookery Grove (to the right of the Rookery)
The Standing Stone (down Yellow Brick or short cut through Bazinga)
The Raven Stage (either on or in the shade)
The Birch Grove (on the road to the Drumming Firepit, to the left before the firepit)
The Beach

CARS: You may bring your cars to your camp site to unload and load your gear upon arrival and
departure, and during fest briefly if need be. However the rest of the time cars must remain parked
in the parking lot. Those with valid medical or accessibility reasons may apply for a special parking permit at Registration but these are not guaranteed. There is limited space. For those who
cannot walk to the parking lot, a shuttle can be provided. If you find a “ticket” on your car, it
means that it needs to be moved right away – you are blocking roads, obstructing, or it has been
there way too long. Cars are to be moved from the Friday of Antici-Fest.
NO RESERVED SPACES: Many enclaves hope to camp in the same spot every year, but we
cannot reserve spaces. Some people come early and pay to set up (or come for weeks). Should
you arrive and find someone is where you hoped to be, please understand and move elsewhere. If
you are unsure of where to go, come ask staff for suggestions.
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WATCH YOUR SPACE: Please be careful on how much land you are claiming, especially in
enclaves. It would be unfortunate if we have to limit the number of attendees.
CAMPING MAP: To aid your friends in finding you – and for the Mercury Mail volunteers– a
large paper map of the Knoll has been placed outside of registration. You can mark in where your
enclave is camped (ie. The Nun’s Wimple, Bogside Tavern, Pirate Camp, Fairy Camp, etc.) so
people can find you easily. This year, the Raven Field is open to camping for KG.
SKYCLAD: Raven’s Knoll is privileged to be part of the local community. As such, we strive to
be good neighbours, including but not exclusively, to the children’s camp next door. As such,
please note that you can be skyclad at your own campsite (except those campsites near the beach
or visible to the public from land or water) and at the drumming fire and pond, but clothing is
required for common areas. Anyone can be topless on the beach at the river, but beware of nonguests on the river that may gawk or take photos.
NESTS: If you see caution tape or chicken wire wooden frames in the berm areas, beach or elsewhere, it is a turtle nest or a ground birds’ nest. Please respect the area and keep children out of
the taped area.
BERMS: The berms around the Drumming Firepit and Pond are not for climbing. Please do not
allow children, dogs or adults to play, scamper, sit, etc. on the berms. They require some upkeep
(planning underway), and climbing doesn’t help.

Fest Amenities
Raven’s Knoll is home to a growing number of sacred spaces dedicated to the rites and deities of
many different traditions. All these spaces deserve respect, and many have particular rites and
actions that must be observed to show that respect. To learn more about the Sacred Spaces of the
Knoll, there is a full listing, description and any rules/etiquette that apply at Reg.
LIBRARY: The Raven’s Knoll Library has been set up in the Rookery with comfy seating.
Please feel free to borrow a novel—what is a beach without a good book? Please do return all
borrowed books to the bookshelves before you leave RK for others to enjoy. Donations of books
can be left at the Registration Hut to be labeled, should you wish to leave any behind. Please do
not interrupt workshops that are going on though!
YE AULD GRUB (The YAG): The YAG is RK’s fry truck, which has traditional yummy junk
food as well as nutritious dinner, breakfast and lunches options. It is fully up to code for fire and
health. There is also a specialty coffee-hut, cold beverage centre and sandwich station. During
fest, the YAG is open for breakfast 7:30-11:30, lunch 11:30-4:00, and dinner: 4:00-7:30.
All Hail the Yägermeisters!
ICE: Ice can be purchased at $3/bag from the YAG when it is open.
PIXIE BIKES: Thanks to donations Raven’s Knoll has some lovely bicycles to borrow. Loaner
bicycles can be found at the Rookery in the bike racks. You can identify the RK bikes by the caution tape, gold spray paint or tie-die duck tape on the bar. Please do not keep bikes, wagons or
children’s bikes for the duration or at your site; they are there to be shared by all. If they are not
tagged, they are not Pixie Bikes!
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CHARGING, CELLPHONES & LAPTOPS: Cell phones are a way of life these days and
many people want to keep them charged up. A station can be found at the back of the Rookery to
charge your phones and laptops. Due to the cost associated with hundreds of people charging their
equipment (more than once a fest, too), we ask that you put $0.50 for a cellphone charge and
$2.00 for a laptop/tablets into the “Comments” box that is located in the Rookery. You are on the
honour system on charges. We are not responsible for lost or stolen items. Do not bring these
items to registration!
CHARGING, BATTERY PACKS: Battery packs vary in size and cost to re-charge. The Rookery cannot handle the charging of these items; it may blow a breaker. To charge battery packs,
please go to Registration, and the Hydro Faery will be called to pick up and charge your pack.
Price varies between $3.00 and $5.00 depending on the size. Please label your item and don’t
forget to pick it up (unless it’s a donation to RK!) Battery packs being charged in the Rookery
will be removed. If charging for things like CPAPs, please bring them in earlier in the day so
they can be charged fully before dark.
CPAPs: CPAPs are becoming more common. There is a special camping area (Camp Apnea) for
those who have CPAPs that require electricity. We offer a special price for these folks – and it’s
only for CPAP usage. For others who have CPAPs that use RK hydro, please do alert us to this.
Should the hydro go down, we need to know where such users are to alert them, to avoid any
potential adverse health results.
BORROW A WAGON FOR WOOD & WATER: Two wagons are parked beside Reg for you
to borrow to deliver purchased wood or to fill up your water containers and take them to your site.
Please return them promptly!
ELECTRICAL SET-UPS: We have a limited numbers of electrical hook ups. When you have
paid for an electrical site, you will be shown your plug and your cord will be tagged.
(Unauthorized electrical cords will be removed and you will be charged with hydro use.) Hydro is
for one family unit only. Sharing with other campers is not permitted and you risk losing your
hydro, period. Air conditioners and freezers are not allowed. Staff will come along to set you
up and turn on your power. Please be patient! It will get done but it may take a few minutes or a
few hours. There are lots of people and lots of jobs.
MERCURY MAIL: Inspired by our Kiwi visitor, Polly Lind, KG will be once again operating a
volunteer-run mail system. A “mail box” will be located behind the Rabbit Hole. Put a note along
with the person's name and hopefully the general area they are camping, if known. Some volunteer will deliver it for you. If you would like to deliver mail, stick your hand out and grab a piece
– wander around and find the addressee. This is a great way to meet new people, and to put a little
smile on someone's face!
PLASTIC CHAIRS / PICNIC TABLES: The plastic white and green chairs are RK’s, and are
not to be removed from the areas you find them in. Please do not bring them back to your camp;
these are for communal use. The red picnic tables are for the YAG. Non-red picnic tables can be
pillaged back to your camp site. All other tables, chairs, lawn chairs, etc. should remain where
they are found.
INTERNET HOTSPOT: The Knoll has its own Internet hotspot, available for single or multiday periods. Register and pay for this service at Registration. You will get a personal password
good for one device only.
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Garbage & Recycling
RECYCLING CENTRE: Each day, the recycling centre will be set up for certain set hours
where all recycling and LCBO can be sorted by KG guests – without a fee – and to dispose of
their recycling. There is a $1 fee if the Green Faeries do your sorting for you. You can find the
Green Faeries behind the comfort station daily from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. The municipality
changed the rules last year, so please check in about your sorted bags!
Despite the ability to dispose of recycling and LCBO free at the Green Fairies, the Trolls are saddened every year to hear bottles and cans within garbage bags. As Pagans and Earth-loving people, it is our responsibility to do our part to reduce recycling getting tossed into landfills. If the
Trolls hear recycling in your garbage, do not be surprised if they hand you a pair of gloves to
retrieve it, or resort to public shaming. Please do your part.
GARBAGE RUNS: Garbage runs will still continue with the same charge for disposal. Garbage
runs are between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. when workshops are not being held. You can spot Duchess
(tractor) or Wally (4x4) and trailer, or listen for their call to … “Bring Out Your Dead.” Garbage is $2/bag, recycling (sorted, in clear bags) is $1/bag, LCBO (in separate bag/box) is free.
You can purchase extra garbage or recycling bags at the Rabbit Hole (registration hut).
SHARPS: Sharps containers can be found in the bathrooms and at Sick Bay. Do not dispose of
needles in garbage.
ADDITIONAL SORTING CENTRES: When people arrive at Registration, they are often
carrying coffee, sodas, etc. that they want to dispose of right there. Similarly, at the YAG, people
have purchased items that need to be disposed of, or have been wandering around Diagon Alley
with something in their hand. Although these are not intended to be used to dispose of your
camp refuse, these bins will have the appropriate items attached to them to help you know what
can go in each bin. We ask that everyone take a quick second to help sort out and dispose of items
properly.

Pet Policy
Pets are welcome at Raven’s Knoll, but it is a privilege, not a right. The cost of kenneling, animals with special needs or separation anxiety, rescue animals, older animals, etc. can mean some
guests cannot attend if their animals cannot accompany them. We understand this, and love animals. However, the safety and enjoyment of all our guests (including you, your pets and other
pets) is paramount. Please assist us in ensuring that pets will be continued to be allowed at Raven’s Knoll. Not all pets will enjoy the heat, noise and people.
RECOMMENDATIONS & NEED-TO-KNOWS
Some of our guests are terrified of dogs; dogs must be on-leash at all times. Keep your dog outside of the sectioned off area in the water at the beach where small children swim. You can go on
either side.
MA, Kadri and Brynn are minor pet first-aiders. If the animal has heat exhaustion or a serious
medical issue, send someone to find staff with a radio and have a PET MEDIC brought to the
animal. A list of veterinarians in the area is found at registration.
It is important to ensure you animal receives enough water to drink, and possibly to be emerged in
water often in the extreme heat. Keep a close eye on the animal for signs of heat stroke/
exhaustion. Please keep your pets in the shade and bring them swimming often, if applicable.
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Check your pet for ticks. If you find one and don’t know how to deal with it, go see the Pet Medics.
If your dog should not be approached by strangers or other dogs, please tie a yellow ribbon
around their collar. This is consistent with the International Yellow Dog Project. If someone doesn’t know, please just politely explain that the yellow ribbon indicates a dog that does not appreciate being approached due to age, illness or fears. Green ribbons indicate open to meeting all humans and dogs. No “red dogs” are permitted.
RULES


Animals must be kept on a leash, in your tent, in a crate, etc. at all times.



Your pet may accompany you around the site, but do not bring a pet to a ritual without permission from the person leading the ritual.



Please do not allow your dog to urinate on the swimming beach (river or pond) area as children dig in it!



Aggression by your pet towards humans will not be tolerated. If your dog is not good with
other dogs, ensure it is kept away from others to avoid injuries, fights and disturbances.



There is no off-leash area during KG.



Have the dogs enter the water at the beach outside of the buoys.



Do not take your animal to the old-dump area; it is off-limits for guests anyway, but it is
dangerous for pets.



You must pick up after your pet and dispose of waste in proper bins.



You must ensure your pet does not disturb other guests with noise.



If your dog is going out of your camping area at night, the dog must have a glow-stick/band
on it to avoid people stepping on it, etc.



Do not put poop bags into the porta-potties. Pet waste goes into garbage containers ONLY.

The ashtrays (coffee cans) around the site are NOT for pet waste. Flaming poop is NOT FUNNY.
If we receive complaints or staff witnesses you / your pet disobeying the rules, the Staff will give
you a warning. Further complaints may result in MA or Kadri being summoned, and this is NOT
something you want to happen. Failure to comply with the rules, disturbance, aggression or negligent caring of an animal may result in your being asked to leave the site or your pet not being
permitted to attend again.

Be a KG Volunteer!
For anyone that would like to help out for a few hours over fest, you can join
the Goblins or the Brownies! As a Goblin you would be issued a bandana to
wear when you are willing to be pulled by a staff member to help with heavy
lifting or moving stuff. As a Brownie you will be given a short duration task to
do on a specific day and time, such as tiding or cleaning up areas around the
campground. If you would like to know more about volunteer opportunities at
KG, please stop by the volunteer booth near Diagon Alley. Gwen or Lorena
will be at the booth to answer your questions from 11-5 daily, or feel free to
ask questions in passing.
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Schedule
Over the next few pages you will find the day-by-day schedules. Descriptions for concerts can be
found on page 27. Items marked with ‘E’ are special events, and their descriptions are on pages
28-29. Items marked with an ‘R’ are rituals, and write-ups for these are on pages 30-32. Descriptions for all other workshops can be found in alphabetical order starting on page 33. The
Munchinkland children’s program can be found on pages 24-25. Items marked with a ‘C’ are nonMunchkinland workshops that are nevertheless children-friendly.

Antici-Fest
Saturday, July 27
2:00 pm
Sharp & Pointy Things ................ Allison ........................... Meet at Standing Stone
11 a.m-3 pm Troll Magic & Recycling ............ Amy ............................... Green Fairies
7:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. ....................... ....................................... Munchkinland
Sunday, July 28
10:00 am
Butchery of a Boar ...................... JS ................................... Standing Stone
11:00 am
Prepping Wild Boar Recipes ....... Ron the Stabby .............. Rookery
11 am - 3 pm Troll Magic & Recycling ............ Amy ............................... Green Fairies
5:00 pm
E-Potluck of Wild Boar............... All Welcome .................. Standing Stone
7:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. ....................... ....................................... Munchkinland
9:00 pm
Movie: Serendipity Theme .......... ....................................... Rookery
Monday, July 29
11 am - 3 pm Troll Magic & Recycling ............ Amy ............................... Green Fairies
2 - 4 pm
Tour of Sacred Sites of RK ......... Knollians ....................... Meet at Standing Stone
7:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. ....................... ....................................... Munchkinland
9:00 pm
Movie: Serendipity Theme .......... ....................................... Rookery
Tuesday, July 30th
9:00 am
E-Quartz Mining ......................... Josh & Heather .............. Meet in parking lot
11 am - 3 pm Troll Magic & Recycling ............ Amy ............................... Green Fairies
2:00 pm
Sharp & Pointy Things ................ Allison ........................... Meet at Standing Stone
3:00 pm
Tea with the YANA .................... Cookie Alex ................... Rookery
4:00 pm
E-Newbie Tea ............................. Monique & Friends ........ Standing Stone
7:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. ....................... ....................................... Munchkinland
10:00 pm.
Primordial Fire: Legends ............ Primal Forged ................ Drumming Pit
Daily During KG (See Schedule)
9:00 am
Morning Meditation .................... Leslie ............................. In front of Stage
12:30-2:30 pm Bring out your Dead! .................. Troll & Duchess............. All over the Knoll
11 am - 3 pm Troll Magic & Recycling ............ Amy (except Thursday) . Green Fairies
3:30 pm
KG Choir Practice ....................... Ja & Choir...................... Pirate Camp or Beach
7:00 pm
Friends of Bill W. ....................... ....................................... Munchkinland
Varies (pm)
E-Newbie Tea ............................. Monique & Friends ........ Standing Stone
YAG Schedule
Anticifest
Brunch: 10:00-1:00 ............... Dinner: 4:00-7:00

(Tuesday, July 30 the YAG will only be open 10-4 due to staff meeting)
During KG
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Breakfast: 7:30-11:30 ............ Lunch: 11:30-4:00 .... Dinner: 4:00-7:30

Wednesday, July 31
9:00 am

Morning Meditation ...................... Leslie............................. In front of Stage
Mahamrityunjaya Mantra .............. Venette .......................... Standing Stone

10:00 am

Parent & Baby Meet-Up ................ Stephanie & Baby ......... Rookery

11:00 am

R-Greeting Ritual .......................... Everyone ....................... In front of Stage

11:30 am

R-Journey of the YANA ............... YANA Elders ................ Birch Grove
Crystal Grid Making...................... Leslie............................. Rookery
Tour of Sacred Sites of RK ........... Jamie ............................. Meet at Standing Stone

1:00 pm

C-Making Fairy House .................. Venette .......................... Rookery
Crystals for Synchronicity ............. Victrix ........................... Rookery Grove

2:00 pm

R-Techno Spirit ............................. Danica ........................... Stage
C-Children’s Warrior Circle .......... Ambre ........................... Birch Grove
Drumming Intro & Jam ................. Tomy & Tristan Hawk . The Forge

3:30 pm

R-Masculine Energy...................... Auz................................ Meet at Standing Stone
Books, Tea and Talk...................... Melissa .......................... Rookery
KG Choir Practice ......................... Ja & Choir ..................... Pirate Camp

5:00 pm

E-Newbie Tea................................ Monique & Friends ....... Standing Stone
Depression Support ....................... Amethyst ....................... Rookery
C-Children’s Bardic Workshop ..... Hobbes .......................... Rookery Grove

7:00 pm

Friends of Bill W. .......................... ...................................... Munchkinland
LARP workshop ............................ Adam............................. Rookery

8:00 pm

Concert .......................................... Searsons ........................ Stage
R-Pattern, HeartForge, Yoke ......... Firekeeper Friends ........ Drumming Firepit

8-10 pm

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbes .......................... Sign up at Registration

9:00 pm

R-Fire Lighting Ritual ................... ...................................... Drumming Firepit
R-Vé Under the Stars .................... Alli, Brynja, JS ............. Meet at Standing Stone

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE
Incredible once-in-a-lifetime sale
in Diagon Alley!
Tomorrow (Thursday) night at
participating vendors.

Cthulhu says:
“Madness Guaranteed!” 17

E=Events (descriptions on pages 28-29) R=Rituals (descriptions on pages 30-32)
Descriptions for all other workshops can be found in alphabetical order by their title, starting on page 33. Workshops marked with a ‘C’ are children-friendly.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 24-25.

Thursday, August 1
9:00 am

Morning Meditation ...................... Leslie ............................. In front of Stage
Parent & Baby Meet-Up ............... Stephanie & Baby .......... Rookery

10:00 am

R-Trials of Artemis ....................... The Huntress Council .... Meet at Standing Stone
Say What You Mean ..................... Ja.................................... Stage
Stag King Revealed....................... JS ................................... Rookery

11:30 am

C-Make your own Boffer .............. Hobbes ........................... Rookery
Ground, Center, Shield ................. Danica & Rick ............... Rookery Grove
Yoga for Warriors ......................... Dana............................... Beach

2:00 pm

Effective Communication ............. Yves ............................... Rookery Grove
C-Intro to Wildness Survival ........ Wayne ............................ Standing Stone
Auz’s Memes ................................ Auz ................................ Rookery

3:30 pm

E-Newbie Tea & Meet Staff ......... Monique & Friends ........ Standing Stone
Adult Bardic Workshop ................ Hobbes ........................... Stage
KG Choir Practice ......................... Ja & Choir...................... Beach

5:00 pm

Intuitive Readings ......................... Fenix .............................. Rookery

7:00 pm

Friends of Bill W. ......................... ....................................... Munchkinland
E-Mead Competition ..................... Ron the Stabby .............. Standing Stone

8:00 pm

E-Concert ...................................... Caveman Techno ........... Stage
E-Midnight Madness!!! ................. Vendors ......................... Diagon Alley
E-RK by Night LARP ................... Adam ............................. Meet at Standing Stone
E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbes ........................... Sign up at Registration

8-10 pm
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Friday, August 2
9:00 am

Morning Meditation ...................... Leslie............................. In front of Stage
Parent & Baby Meet-Up ................ Stephanie & Baby ......... Rookery

10:00 am

R-Stag King................................... Dead Stags .................... Meet at the Beach
Random Acts of Kindness ............. Janel .............................. Rookery Grove
Magical Tools................................ Cheryl-Ann ................... Rookery
Vocal Improv & Explore ............... Ja ................................... Stage

11:30 am

Candle Magick 101 ....................... Heron ............................ Rookery
Daily Devotional ........................... Allison........................... Stage
Herbal Hospital ............................. Linda ............................. Rookery Grove
Yoga Warrior/Trauma ................... Dana .............................. Beach

2:00 pm

Basic Self-Defence ........................ Ember ............................ In front of Stage
C-Halfling Beats ............................ Tomy & TristanHawk ... Munchkinland
Tour of Sacred Sites of RK ........... Jamie ............................. Meet at Standing Stone
C-Mushrooms 1 ............................. Jennifer ......................... Rookery Grove
R-Teen Warrior Circle .................. Ambre ........................... Birch Grove

3:30 pm

R-Beginners’ Warrior Circle ......... Stern Paul ...................... Birch Grove
E-Newbie Tea................................ Monique & Friends ....... Standing Stone
Needle Felting ............................... Amethyst ....................... Rookery
C-Tie-Dye ..................................... Heather .......................... Rookery annex
KG Choir Practice ......................... Ja & Choir ..................... Pirate Camp

4:30 pm

Pride Parade prep .......................... Chrissy & Friends ......... Meet at Rookery

5:00 pm

E-Pride Parade............................... All Welcome ................. Leaves from Rookery
Pitch & Bitch ................................. Arinaad ......................... Rookery
Synchronicity, Deja vue, You ....... Victrix ........................... Rookery Grove

5:30 pm

R-LGBTTIQQ2S Ritual ................ Chrissy & Friends ........ Birch Grove
E-Serendipity Wine & Cheese....... Ron the Stabby .............. Standing Stone

7:00 pm

Friends of Bill W. .......................... ...................................... Munchkinland

8:00 pm
8-10 pm

E-Concert ...................................... Deep Dark River ........... Stage
E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbes .......................... Sign up at Registration

After concert Campfire Singalong....................... Kat . .............................. Standing Stone
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E=Events (descriptions on pages 28-29) R=Rituals (descriptions on pages 30-32)
Descriptions for all other workshops can be found in alphabetical order by their title, starting on page 33. Workshops marked with a ‘C’ are children-friendly.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 24-25.

Saturday, August 3
9:00 am

E-Bardic sign-up (starts) ............... ....................................... Registration
Morning Meditation ...................... Leslie ............................. In front of Stage

10:00 am

R-Advanced Warrior Circle .......... Stern Paul....................... Birch Grove
Journey of Nine ............................. Brynja ............................ Rookery
Guided Imagery ............................ Ginger Bear ................... Stage
Beautification of the Garden ......... Jennifer .......................... Meet at Standing Stone

11:00 am

E-13 Ravens Beard ....................... The Josh’s ...................... Standing Stone

11:30 am

R-The Squirrel .............................. JS ................................... Standing Stone
Back to Basics of Ritual ................ Heron ............................. Rookery Grove
Pagan Chants................................. Katie .............................. Stage
Polyamory 101 .............................. Psykhe ........................... Rookery

1:00 pm

E-Compliments Battle ................... Hobbes ........................... Soap Box in Diagon

2:00 pm

R-Main Ritual ............................... Pam, MA & Kadri ......... Main Fire Pit

3:30 pm

E/C-Children’s Bardic .................. Hobbes ........................... Stage
Mindset, Magic ............................. Danica ............................ Rookery Grove
Simple Intro to Crystals ................ Leslie ............................. Rookery
Stress B-Gone ............................... Genevieve ...................... Standing Stone
KG Choir Practice ......................... Ja & Choir...................... Beach

5:00 pm

R-Gender Diverse ......................... Gender Diverse Folx ...... Birch Grove
E-Newbie Tea ............................... Monique & Friends ........ Standing Stone
C-Mushrooms 2 ............................ Jennifer .......................... Rookery Grove
Thanadoula/Death Doula .............. Brigid’s Balm ................ Rookery

7:00 pm

Friends of Bill W. ......................... ....................................... Munchkinland
Mahamrityunjaya Mantra .............. Venette........................... Birch Grove

8:15 pm

Ride to the Bardic ......................... Brendan & Duchess ....... Meet at the Rookery

Dusk

E-Bardic Competition ................... MC Basil & Friends ....... Drumming Firepit
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Sunday, August 4
9:00 am

Morning Meditation ...................... Leslie............................. In front of Stage

10:00 am

Elf-locks, etc ................................. Auz................................ Rookery
Science & the Craft ....................... Danica ........................... Standing Stone
E-Unbirthday Party ....................... Amethyst & Friends ...... Stage

11:30 am

R-Feminine Energy ....................... Allison & Friends.......... Birch Grove
Communication/Community ......... Arinaad ......................... Rookery
Ukulele Jam................................... Kiara ............................. Stage

1:00 pm

Meeting of the Champions ............ Champions .................... Diagon Alley

2:00 pm

R-Ritual au Naturel – 1 & 2 .......... Lorena & Rasa .............. Standing Stone
So You Think You Can’t Sing ...... Ja ................................... Stage
Sumerian Mythology ..................... Katie.............................. Rookery

3:30 pm

R-Healing Ritual ........................... KG Healers ................... Birch Grove
R-Prosperity Ritual........................ ...................................... Rookery
Gathering of the Turtles ................ Turfluffled ..................... Standing Stone
Serendipitous Swap ....................... Kitty & Kare ................. Stage
KG Choir Practice ......................... Ja & Choir ..................... Pirate Camp

4:30 pm
5:00 pm

E-Trick or Treating........................ Kelly & Heather ............ Meet at Rookery
E-Newbie Tea................................ Monique & Friends ....... Standing Stone

7:00 pm

Concert - KG Fest Choir Performance ................................. Stage
Friends of Bill W. .......................... ...................................... Munchkinland

8:00 pm

E-Pagan Prom Masquerade Ball .... ...................................... Stage

8-10 pm
10 pm

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbes .......................... Sign up at Registration
E-B-Side Bardic ............................ Kat Summerbell ............ Standing Stone

Monday, August 5
9:00 am
2:00 pm

Morning Meditation ...................... Leslie............................. In front of Stage
R-Farewell Ritual .......................... Auz & MA .................... In front of Stage
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Raven’s Knoll is home to a growing number of sacred spaces de
these spaces deserve respect, and many have particular rites an
more about the Sacred Spaces of the Knoll, there is a full listing,
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edicated to the rites and deities of many different traditions. All
nd actions that must be observed to show that respect. To learn
description and any rules/etiquette that apply at Registration.
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Munchkinland Kids Program
Programming at the Munchkinland Cabin usually runs from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., unless otherwise noted. If the door has a “Closed” sign on it and the lights are out, please do not come in –
this area is only used for programmed workshops.
Children over five can be left at Munchkinland but parents must advise staff of where they can be
found. Please sign your child in and out, and accompany children under 7 years of age. Many
teens who are “graduates” of Munchkinland and have taken their babysitting course are available
to help your young ones if you need to present a workshop or vend. You can inquire as to who is
available, but this is not a service offered by KG or Raven’s Knoll; it is strictly a private arrangement.
This schedule includes the official Munchkinland program, as well as other workshops and event
that would appeal to younger audiences. There is not a limit of the age of kids welcome and if
adults want to come and join us for an awesome craft, please do!

Wednesday, July 31
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Meet & Greet ................................ ....................................... Munchkinland
Collect Materials and Make Musical Instruments ................ Munchkinland
Painting Bubbles ........................... ....................................... Munchkinland
Clean Up ....................................... ....................................... Munchkinland
Making Fairy House ..................... Venette........................... Rookery
R-Children’s Warrior Circle ......... Ambre ............................ Birch Grove
Children’s Bardic Workshop ........ Hobbes ........................... Stage

Thursday, August 1
10:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Dream Catchers ............................. ....................................... Munchkinland
Painting Inspiration Rocks ............ ....................................... Munchkinland
Make your own Boffer .................. Hobbes ........................... Rookery
Clean Up ....................................... ....................................... Munchkinland
Intro to Wildness Survival ............ Wayne ............................ Standing Stone

Can’t get the kids to sleep?
Are they bouncing off the tent walls?
Who you gonna call?

BEDTIME BARDIC SERVICE!
Yes, for just $10 a real live KG BARD will
come right to your camp site to tell your
child a bedtime story or sing them a song.
Sign up at Registration
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This service is
Hobbes Approved!

Friday, August 2
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:15 p.m.
12:50 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Masquerade Masks ........................ ............................................ Munchkinland
Trees of Life .................................. ............................................ Munchkinland
Take Inspiration Rocks for a Walk – ......................................... Munchkinland
and Let People Find Them!
Clean Up ....................................... ............................................ Munchkinland
Halfling Beats................................ Tomy & TristanHawk ......... Munchinland
Mushrooms 1................................. Jennifer ............................... Rookery Grove
Tie-Dye ......................................... Heather ................................ Rookery

Saturday, August 3
10:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

Learning from the Land ................. ............................................ Munchkinland
Making Water Toys ....................... ............................................ Munchkinland
Make a Splash! .............................. ............................................ Munchkinland
E-Children’s Bardic....................... Hobbes ................................ Stage
Mushrooms 2................................. Jennifer ............................... Rookery Grove

Sunday, August 4
10:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Wind Chimes ................................. ............................................ Munchkinland
Face Painting with Tania Crook .... ............................................ Munchkinland
Clean Up ....................................... ............................................ Munchkinland
E-Trick or Treating........................ Kelly & Heather .................. Meet at Rookery

Monday, August 5
10:00 a.m. ..........Clean up and take treasures home! ........ ................................ Munchkinland
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BARDIC RULEZ
1. Can you kick it? Yes you can… but you have a
five (five) minute limit to your performance so
that other people can kick it too. Your introduction is included in your time limit (so if you have
a long list of aliases, be aware of the clock)
2. Song, poem, story, stand-up comedy, theatre, interpretive dance, a
series of elaborate haikus...any style of performance is permitted, but
try your best not to read out your piece; it might distract you or you
might lose style points.
3. You will be judged on material, presentation, and performance
4. The Bardic will consist of 18 slots of five (5) minutes each. Registration will be Saturday morning at The Rabbit Hole at 9:00 a.m. Get
there on time to try to get on the list
5. Do not bring bribes. The judges are beacons of hope and justice.
Their admiration and respect cannot be purchased.
6. Be ready to bring your 'A' game. Have everything you need for your
performance, get up, introduce yourself and your piece, then perform.
7. Much like Wu-Tang Clan is for the children, The Bardic is a community event. There will be children in the audience, so make use of
cryptic metaphors and similes to avoid angering parents.
8. The MC runs The Bardic. He is a fly MC. You probably like him.
You should listen to him when he makes decisions regarding The
Bardic. His word is bond.
9. All decisions made by the judges are beyond reproach. When they
drop the mic, all decisions are final.

Above all... enjoy yourself and be welcomed among
the ranks of legendary bards from all previous years!
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Concerts
Caveman Techno lives up to its name as an exciting, genre-defying musical experience. Melding elements of ancient cultural music with current state of the art technologies such as synth-pads and other electronic instruments, 'Caveman Techno' conveys the
human experience. You will hear not just North American musical elements but rather a
global tribal blend of indigenous instrumentation such as Native Flute, Inuit throatsinging, Aboriginal singing and drumming, Didgeridoo from Australia and Santur from
ancient Persia. All backed by world-beat percussion and modern Break, Funk, Jazz and
Electro-house.
Deep Dark River play doomy folk, blues, and soul drawn from the deep Canadian cold.
Singer, songsmith, and multi-instrumentalist Morgan Rider joins forces with a celloist
to invoke chthonic vibrations from stark forests of bone white birch, enchant with the
wind-born cries of craggy precipices, and foretell the heart with wisdoms pulled from
inky black, backwater pools. (See www.deepdarkriver.com.)
KG Festival Choir The tradition continues... We started this choir in 2015 and are
working hard to make sure the songs keep being sung. Participants will meet in the
each afternoon (Wednesday through to Sunday) to warm up and stretch our voices, to
create, arrange and learn a few pagan-oriented songs and arrangements and to practice
and rehearse these arrangements. The choir will perform these pieces on Sunday before
the Maskerade Ball.
The Searsons give Canada’s old time sounds a renewal into modern roots; seamlessly
blending spirited fiddling, energetic dancing and gorgeous harmonies. At the core
of Searson, are Colleen and Erin Searson, two sisters who hail from the Ottawa Valley,
Ontario, Canada. Their spirited live shows feature Colleen on fiddle and Erin on piano
& tenor guitar, interspersed with the incomparably rich sounds of sibling vocal harmonies, and both sisters “pounding the boards" with Ottawa Valley step dancing. (See
www.searsonband.com.)
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Events
13 Ravens Beard Competition (The Josh’s) Flaunt your fur in this first-ever KG beard competition. There will be four categories for long beards, short beards, mustaches, and weird beards and
wacky 'staches (fakes). Real beards and 'staches will be judged on length, girth, smell, style and
shine. Artificial fuzz judged on realism, creativity, colour, shock-value and serendipity-ness. $5
entry fee, proceeds to local charity or the Knoll community garden.
Bardic Competition (MC Basil and Friends) Singing. Dancing. Stories. Music. Performance
Art. Good-spirited competition. This is THE Bardic Circle. (If you still do not know what
“Bardic” is, ask the person standing beside you. If they do not know, grab them and go together to
find someone who does.) You must sign-up before the competition to compete. Sign-up opens at
9:00 a.m. Saturday at Registration.
B-Side Bardic (Kat Summerbell) Wanted to sign up for Bardic but didn't get on the list in time?
Wanted to present, but just too nervous to stand in front of that many people? This old-school
bardic is a low-key, no pressure opportunity to share your talent. No sign-up lists, no judges, no
competition, no winners. We'll go around the circle and anyone can stand up to sing a song, tell a
story, play an instrument, do a trick... whatever you want to share. Or just enjoy the show.
Children's Bardic (Hobbes) If you’re a kid with a special talent that you want to show off, this is
your chance to hog the spotlight. Hosted and judged by the KG Bards, the KG Kids Bardic is the
place where kids get to shine and entertain. The winner of the KG Kids Bardic gets to perform
their piece in the Adult Bardic on Saturday night!
Compliments Battle (Hobbes) There’s nothing quite as Canadian as being nice to each other, so
let’s put our northern niceness to the test! Join us for a bare-fisted, no holds barred Compliments
Battle where opponents will attempt to fluster each other by extolling their virtues and praising
their feats!
Masquerade Ball: Halloween in August Come one, come all!! Last year’s Pagan Prom was a
huge success and we would love to continue the fun. There will be a Masquerade Ball themed
Pagan Prom at the Raven Stage. Dancing, music, costumes, masks, picture taking, and soooo
much fun! At 11pm we will continue the party at the main fire pit. There will be prizes for the
best mask, and the best costume. Let’s dance the night away and have a blast!
Mead Competition (Ron the Stabby) Do you make mead? Why not join in a friendly competition with your fellow mead-makers. Check for info at Registration on how to submit your bottle.
Winners will be announced at Bardic. Age 19+ to participate.
Newbie Tea Chat (Monique & Friends) The newbie tea chats are a fun opportunity
to ask those difficult questions, like "how the heck do I tie this stupid sarong?!" or
"Pagan? WTF is that??" No two tea chats will be the same. Questions will be answered and various topics will be discussed. The tea chats are a great way to meet
new people and to learn more about this community and its quirky ways. Old and
cynical festers who have been around since the dawn of time as well as staff members are encouraged to come and share with our bright and shiny newbies. Topics will be chosen by those in
attendance, to ensure their questions and concerns are addressed. Bring a cup if you have one. If
you think you may be a newbie, we strongly suggest that you attend at least one tea chat! We
want to meet you to ensure that you have the best possible fest experience.
Potluck of Wild Boar and the Food You Bear Thither Thanks to the generosity of an anonymous donor and very excited butchers and cooks, there is a centerpiece of wild boar dishes. But, a
centerpiece to what? Well, a Pagan Potluck! Come one, come all, bearing a dish to share with
everyone else. Please remember to provide a detailed list of ingredients in any dish you bring, to
protect the health of those that may have food sensitivities.
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Pride Parade Be loud! Be proud! Be fabulous! Join the Fest LGBTIAQQ2S+ community for the
KG 2019 Pride Parade. The parade will wend its way all through Raven‘s Knoll, spreading the
rainbow spirit to all Fest-goers, and ending with the LGBTIAQQ2S+ ritual. Feel free to join in as
the Parade comes your way! Participants will meet at the Rookery before the parade to decorate
the trailer / float. Everyone is welcome – be an ally!!
Primordial Fire—Legends Join us on the evening of July 30th at 10 pm at the Drumming Fire
Pit for an evening of dance and song. This year we will dance from the start! The theme this year
is Legends. Come as the legend you are or a legend that inspires you. Costuming welcome as
always. Our ancestors told countless stories of legends. Tonight we tell ours. You may gather at
the top end of the drumming fire pit entrance. You will know when its time to dance your way
there. If you are unable to join in on the dance and would like to sit and enjoy please do keep lots
of room around the fire pit for dancers. If you’re able to join us for the first dance, feel free to set
down your chair off to the side and let’s keep that ring of dancing going. “I won’t be a rock star. I
will be a LEGEND.” Freddie Mercury (1946-1991)
Quartz Mining (Heather and Josh) Let’s go mining and get some bling bling!! Again we are
happy to host the mining expedition in Quadville. We will meet in the Knoll parking lot at 9 am,
Tuesday (Anticifest), and leave at 9:15 sharp!! Bring buckets or bags to carry your stones, appropriate clothing (No open-toed shoes), a light snack, sun screen and plenty of water. There will
be ride sharing. Rose quartz cost is based on clarity and weight, all other types of stones are free!
Cost is $15 per adult and children under 16 are free.
Raven's Knoll By Night - a Vampire: The Masquerade LARP (Storyteller Adam) Be what
goes *bump* in the night! Vampires have descended upon Raven's Knoll! While traveling to
Montreal, several Sabbat Kindred have become stuck at Raven's Knoll, caught between the
Camarilla strongholds of Toronto and Ottawa. They must get to Montreal or risk Final Death
from the Camarilla surrounding them. How will they deal with this dire setback? Attendees must
have also attended the Workshop "Nordic Style LARP in North America/Raven's Knoll By
Night"
Serendipity Wine and Cheese (Ron the Stabby) Serendipity is the “the occurrence and development of events by chance in a happy or beneficial way” and in many ways best represents Kaleidoscope Gathering (KG). KG often brings together people in search of community with the community in search of good people. As such, what better way to celebrate this year’s theme than our
annual Wine and Cheese event that helps to bring the folk together to meet new people, catch up
with old friends. Bring a cup and your favourite wine and/or cheese. Age 19+
Trick or Treating (Kelly & Heather) Halloween comes early at KG! A
chance for kids to get dressed up and go around the Knoll trick-or-treating.
Kids will gather at the Rookery before heading out to visit participating camp
sites. Parents MUST accompany any children under 10. Tent sites and enclaves that would like to take part and give out candy, please see Heather or
Kelly prior to Sunday. Please no open or unwrapped treats, or anything containing peanuts. Don’t forget your masks!!
Unbirthday Party (Amethyst) A very merry Unbirthday - to you! Have an unsatisfying birthday
or just want more? Like celebrating other people's special days? Come on out and celebrate your or someone else's - UNbirthday! Fun for all ages. Please feel free to bring snacks to share along
with the cake. If you would like to participate in the leave-one-take-one gift exchange, please
bring a gift with a value between $5-10, wrapped if possible.
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Rituals
Advanced Warrior Circle (Stern Paul) Serendipity—sometimes “things” just happen;
this Ritual will explore how to deal with some of Life’s tougher challenges. The Advanced Warrior Circle welcomes those adults (16+) who wish to continue to explore
and build their warrior spirit. Preparation and bonding should always be done with kindred spirits before going to battle. Matches within the Circle of Honour will follow a
general discussion and conclude the Ritual. Please bring boffer weapons if you have
them.
Beginners’ Warrior Circle (Stern Paul) Serendipity—sometimes things just happen;
this ritual will explore how to deal with some of life’s tougher challenges. The Beginners’ Warrior Circle welcomes adults (16+) who wish to discover their warrior spirit,
take their first steps on the Path of the Warrior, and have some fun with boffer weapons.
Join us in discovering and seizing the wisdom that chance struggles can offer. Please
bring boffer weapons if you have them.
Children's Warrior Circle (Ambre) Are you a kid with a Warrior’s spirit? Do you
have honour that has yet to be tested? Come join us in the Children’s Warrior Circle
where you will raise your boffer sword and do battle with other kids, and maybe any
adults who are brave enough to face you! Boffer swords will be provided, but if you
have your own, bring it along (must be approved by the host). Ages 5-12. Ritual
Farewell Ritual Let us bid Hail and Farewell to Gods and Spirits that dwelled so close
to us during the gathering, as we bid hail and farewell to friends new and old… until we
meet again. (And learn the theme for the next year!!!)
Feminine Energy Ritual – Unmasking Ourselves (Allison) Take off your mask. Or
masks. Who are you really? We are named, pigeon-holed, assumptions made and judgments casts. Sometimes the masks are thrust upon us and sometimes we use them to
hide behind. This ritual is for anyone who wishes to experience the divine femine energy and be empowered and freed.
Gender Diverse Ritual: Serendipitous Findings (Gender Diverse Folx) On the path
to realizing one’s sense of gendered or agendered self can lie hardships, mourning, and
heartache. On that path can also lie spiritual discoveries, healing, and so many serendipitous moments of beauty. In this ritual, we will journey within to reflect on the
losses, but mostly the gains, that come with exploring and affirming who we really are.
We invite people of ALL GENDERS to join us in this ritual and to celebrate gender
diversity in our community.
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Greeting Ritual At this greeting ritual we gather as a community to announce ourselves
to the gods and the spirits of the land, and set the sacred time of our festival. Greetings
and announcements will be made, but the work of raising the energy for Fest will take
place Saturday at the Main Ritual. Bring your good thoughts and intentions, to match
the offerings that will be made.
Healing Ritual (Susan Brooks Frank) Please join us for a community and personal
healing ritual. Each participant will hold a ribbon which is attached to a willow ring
about 5 feet in diameter. In the centre, beneath the willow ring, is a large cauldron with
a very large crystal in it. There is a chair over the cauldron. We will chant and raise energy while each participant has a few moments in the centre for healing from the group.
After, each person returns to their ribbon. Gifts presented after.
Journey of the YANA (YANA Elders) The path towards identity is not always linear.
For those with gender-diverse experiences, our journey can be difficult, lonely and confusing. YANA aspires to light the way, to bring companionship and joy to those who
have walked a less common path. During this ritual event, the Journey Folk will come
together and a new YANA chosen through games, craft and valour. Let’s celebrate how
far we’ve all come, recognize our strengths, heal from our difficult journeys, and forge
new beginnings.
Main Ritual – (Pam, MA & Kadri) Serendipity is a gift, ability or aptitude to discover
by accident - with intention. It is the discovery of things which the finder was not in
search of. Coincidences that show how happy unexpected discoveries often depend on
chance or accident. You do not reach Serendipity by plotting a course for it. You have
to set out in good faith for elsewhere and lose your bearings serendipitously. Celebrating 30 years of magic, Pam, MA and Kadri will lead threads of the past, present and
future! If anyone is mobility challenged, bring a comfy chair and help weave the threads
comfortably.
Masculine Energy Ritual (Austin “Auz” Lawrence) - Masculinity is composed of
many strands; strands of behaviour, strands of identity, strands of value and virtue. All
are woven into a myriad of patterns, in each of our lives. Some believe these patterns
are universal—archetypes—symbolic templates for human consciousness, which echo
in the myths of our gods, in the legends of our ancestors, and in each of our lives. At
this rite we will learn of, and engage with, the masculine archetypes of: The King; The
Warrior; The Magician; and, The Lover. Come prepared to sit, actively listen, speak in
public, and protect confidences.
LGBTTIQQ2S+ Ritual: Backwards and Forward (Chrissy and Friends) As magical people, we have much to celebrate. As LGBTIAQQ2S+ and allies, we have so much
of which to be proud. We will work together to carry the energy of the parade into a
ritual where we shall look at the past, to remember how far we have come, and then
look forward to ensure we never lose our path. Everyone is welcome! LGBTIAQQ2S+
and allies. Following the Pride Parade.
Prosperity Ritual Many moons ago the first prosperity ritual was performed at KG. A
few festers got together and gave a part of their wealth so that one would prosper. Using
sacred scrying cards and tokens they called upon Fortuna to name Her champion. Often
heard are “Luck be a lady tonight” and “Baby needs a new pair of shoes” as common
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calls. The Prosperity Ritual is a charity card tournament run at KG. The participants
make a donation to the chosen charity and enjoy a friendly game with mirth and merriment. Anyone over the age of 18 is welcome to attend.
Ritual au Naturel : A Liberation and Celebration of Sacred Nudity Part 2 (Lorena
and Rasa) This skyclad ritual is only open to those who attended the workshop of the
same name. Let’s get comfortable with being in our bodies, as they are, despite our perceived flaws. Let’s affirm and celebrate ALL bodies, regardless of gender, ability, age,
and size. We'll do a meditative walk to a private space in which we discard our outer
layers. Let’s create a safe space to celebrate sacred nudity together! All gender identities
and body types welcome.
Stag King Ritual (Dead Stags) A great KG tradition. Life, death, rebirth, blood, and
the forces of nature. What makes a man? Is it machismo, vigour, and strength? Wit,
cunning, and speed? Knowledge, wisdom, and experience? Whatever you believe it is
that makes a man, be it these qualities or others, come and join your brothers in the Stag
King competition. Be the best man you can be as you compete to see who will wear the
crown for the next year. Any man of age may join the competition.
Techno Spirit Ritual (Danica) Come share the serendipity we find through technology. Bring your devices so that they may be blessed. Please make sure your phones are
charged as we traditionally engage in techno-divination.
Teen Warrior Circle (Ambre) This work shop is for teenagers who want to channel
their inner warrior. In a circle, teens will go up against each other and at the end a winner will be declared. Boffer swords will be supplied, or bring your own (must be approved by organizers).
The Pattern, the HeartForge, and the Yoke (Danica, Gwynne, Len and Lou) So
we're doing a THING to help out FireKeepers - a metaphysical plumbing job/sound
check/putting together invisible Ikea furniture. Participants please bring tobacco and
offering plates of food for those buried in the pit/ancestors in general/land spirits/
grandfather stones; bells of all sorts; and coloured sand/corn meal/coloured flour for the
mandala that we will draw inside the stone ring.
The Squirrel (JS) Come and send a message to the gods via Ratatosk.
Trials of Artemis (The Huntress Council) This ritual draws on the memory of the
mighty women and Huntresses who came before us, and connects them to the women
who strive today, so that they may inspire those yet to be. The Sisters of the Hunt’s wisdom, wits, perseverance and leadership will be challenged and the Huntress Council
will determine who is most worthy to wield the spear of the Huntress for the coming
year, and be the provider and protector of our people. Come compete with your sisters
but not against them. Women (18+) all identities, backgrounds, experiences and abilities
are welcome and encouraged to participate. Participants will meet at the Standing Stone.
Vé Under the Stars (Alli, Brynja, JS) Come for a visit at the Vé after the sun is down
to visit the house of the Gods. Who knows, maybe you'll have an interesting encounter.
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Workshops
AA/NA (Friends of Bill W.) Some have a difficult time with the Well of Dionysus, the gold of
Ægir's Cauldron, Kvasir's Blood, or the products of Faerie Wings. If that describes you, then you
are welcome to hang out for some positive support, on-site temporary sponsorship, or simply get
some things off your chest. You're not alone. We ask attendees to maintain the trust and anonymity of other participants. Come together, and find support for your path in life from a community
of sober, magic-loving people. Meetings daily.
A Journey of Nine: Self-evolution and Serendipity (Brynja Chleirich) Making an oath within
the Heathen tradition is not for the faint of heart. Imagine, then, embarking on a nine year oath of
self-growth & evolution. Imagine further, the construct on which you oathed to complete was
originally crafted by people you grew in your practice to view as dishonourable. Actions & deeds,
worth & honour, this workshop is a simple storytelling of a journey through a most difficult challenge of maintaining such an oath, its relation to serendipity, and of personal sacrifice.
Adult Bardic Workshop (Hobbes) The KG Bardic has its own unique challenges, so you need
to be prepared! Hobbes will share his tips and tricks to help you with voice projection, presence,
and body language. If you are planning on performing in the main bardic or any of the other
bardic stages during KG, you should take this workshop!
Auz’s Memes for Heathen Scenes (Austin “Auz” Lawrence) After Auz analyzed Stephen
McNallen’s racist YouTube rhetoric as part of his doctoral research, he was reminded how important memes are in both reflecting and leading opinion in our social media world. He realized there
were not enough inclusive Heathen memes. So he started to write them himself and now he is
addicted to the production of the dank jokes. Some of the memes are just for fun, some have obscure references, some are educational. This, not-exactly-a-workshop, will be mainly a slide show
of a selection of the memes, where Auz and the audience will discuss the references in the memes
and chat about any of the issues they raise regarding Heathen culture or religious belief.
Back to Basics of Rituals (Heron) A combination of workshop and ritual, covering the basics of
shielding, balance and grounding, as well as ritual aftercare. We'll talk through basics and then do
ritual work for each topic. There will be some physical movement in the ritual work, so let me
know if you have mobility requirements.
Basic Self-Defence Tools and Tips (Ember) Spend some time with me getting in touch with
your inner warrior as we go over some basic self defense techniques you may find useful in sticky
situations! First we will go over some non-physical tips you can tap into to help you avoid confrontations, then we will move into some simple physical defence maneuvers to call upon if you
need to escape or end altercations quickly. After all, just because you're unarmed should not mean
you are defenceless.
Beautification of the Community Garden (Wyrtweard Jennifer) Calling all artists, young and
old! Come discover the community garden, and help beautify it by painting the planter tires. Children need to be supervised by adults, but folks of all ages are welcomed. Please contact Wyrtweard, Michel or Jennifer for allergy information.
Bedtime Bardic Service (Hobbes) Having trouble putting the kids to bed during Fest? There’s
nothing quite like being told a bedtime story or singing a bedtime song to end the day perfectly,
ensuring a good night’s sleep. For only $10 (donated to the KG Charity), Hobbes will visit your
camp and perform for you and your family by telling stories (20 minutes). Sign-up sheet at Registration, pick up your Bard at Reg, then pay him at the end of the performance.
Books, Tea and Talk (Melissa Keindel) There are few things in life as pleasurable as a good
book and a cup of tea. Readers unite for an opportunity to bring your gently loved rehomable
books to this book swap. Bring up to three books you want to rehome and share them with fellow
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book lovers. We will share tea, light snacks, and talk about our favorite books. Dice will be provided if multiple people want the same book. Some ideas for what to bring include fiction, history
books, graphic novels, or anything else you like to read.
Butchery of a Boar (JS) Come watch a professional butcher take apart a wild boar, provided by
a generous anonymous donor. Bring your beverage of choice. For health reasons, this is not a
hands-on ritual, but you will be able to ask questions and J.S. will be providing some instruction
and explanation of what he is doing.
Campfire Singalong (Kat Summerbell & Chris Caldarelli) "Come from the forest and sit
’round the fire." The evening campfire sing-a-long has become an annual tradition that grows in
popularity every year. Share a song or request a song. Pagan chants, sea shanties, traditional folk
songs, old favourites from Girl Guide camp. You name it, we’ll try to sing it. Professional voices
not necessary. Everyone is welcome to join in. Song-books, instruments, enthusiasm, and marshmallows welcome.
Candle Magick 101 Herbs and Oils (Heron) A combination of workshop and ritual. We will be
ritually making essential oil and herb encrusted candles. Those who are scent sensitive can choose
to skip the actual candle-making, but still participate in the informational part of the workshop.
There will be a $7 fee to cover materials.
Children’s Bardic Workshop (Hobbes) Hobbes will teach the kids the basics of performing in a
Bardic, including voice projection, stance, presence, and body language. The workshop includes a
brief history of bardic arts and what roles bards play in our society.
Communication to Build Community (Arinaad) Come together, openly discuss and foster
networking to learn what others do to build our own communities. Bring your tricks and chat with
folks who want to reconnect with people in a society that wants to divide us.
Crystal Grid Making (Leslie) Come and learn about crystal grids—what they are and how they
can benefit you in your home. With a specific intention in mind, each participant will make their
own crystal grid to take home. Cleansed crystals and grid board will be included! The $15 cost for
this workshop will cover the basic crystals being used, their pouch and boards.
Crystals for Synchronicity (Victrix Oracle) Victrix will share some quick basic crystal healing
lessons as well as a quick run through of the sacred energetic centers and pathways in and around
the body. We will then discuss which crystals help with the seven types of "coincidences" (which
we will briefly touch on) and do a mini spell to promote the manifestation of our goals through
synchronistic (re)action and embracing serendipity.
Daily Devotional Practice; Lessons and Stories from India (Allison) India is a place where
spirituality is a way of daily life for over a billion people. Having been blessed with family there
and the ability to visit frequently, I will share stories and lessons from another culture and how it
could enrich your own practice.
Depression Support (Amethyst) For anyone who dances with the black dog, or their loved ones.
Come and be in community with us, as we discuss, share and encourage each other. You are not
alone! We'll talk strategies and share experiences. Please note: no actual requirement to talk if you
prefer just to listen! This is peer support, not affiliated with any professional or program.
Drumming Intro and Jam Session (TomyHawK & TristanHawK) Join us for an intro in
drumming skills and building confidence jamming with others. Bring a drum to The Forge and
let’s jam together!
Effective Communications (Yves) What is communication and how do we effectively use it?
Come to this workshop to learn some ways to communicate with other people in a positive, respectful, non-judgmental and inclusive way. This workshop focuses on skill sets that can be
quickly learned and applied to one's daily living, and that follow best practice guidelines.
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Elf-locks, Lúfa, and Witchelzopf: Matted Hair Traditions and Heathenry (Austin “Auz”
Lawrence) Auz will describe some methods for locking hair, then present some ethnographic and
historical examples of hair locking traditions grounded in spirituality: Hindu, Rastafari, and Plains
First Nations. Auz will discuss two historical examples of hair locking in areas of Germanic cultural influence: that relate to oaths and warrior culture; and, to belief in elves (alfar, fairies).
Gathering of the Turtles (Turfluffled) Calling all Turtle Clan! Yes, you heard that right. Have
you always had an affinity for or spiritual relationship with turtle? Meet others who also identify
and hopefully form some new friendships with like-minded folks. What does turtle symbolize for
you? What lies ahead for us? Share your favourite turtle memento. Perhaps a small craft will be
offered if there is interest.
Grounding, Centering & Shielding: Beginners (Danica and Rick) A basic energy working
workshop highly recommended for anyone who wants to learn how to stay grounded and how to
shield themselves as they learn to work with moving and perceiving energy. Especially useful
while at a festival where energies are high. Work on your basic 'kenning' skills and have fun!
Guided Imagery (GingerBear) A guided imagery session to help relax the mind and awaken the
senses.
Halfling Beats (TomyHawK & TristanHawK) Munchkinland participants will be offered an
opportunity to learn basic drumming skills and percussion instruments. If your child has a drum
or instrument they can bring along with them, great! We will have some extras available.
Herbal Hospital (Linda Demissy) This year we focus on the six types of diseases and diagnostics from a Western Herbalism perspective, before looking at the types of herbs that can help.
Rivery Gut? That’s diarrhea - get an air plant. Airy Gut? That’s constipation - get some river
plants. Almost as easy as Pokemon.
Introduction to Wilderness Survival (Wayne Leblanc) This workshop is free for those interested in a brief introduction to wilderness survival. Participants should arrive with a sharp fixed
blade knife. Workshop will cover basic shelter, water, fire lighting with a flint rod and food procurement.
Intuitive Readings: Exercising the Third Eye Muscle (Fenix) We will be flexing our third eye
muscles and sharpening our intuitive reading. Keeping it light, fun and pressure free!! Bring your
favorite object (that can be held in the palm of your hand) and come join me for a fun and interesting time.
Magical Tools Show and Tell (Cheryl-ann Kellar Harling) Bring your favourite magical tool
and tell everyone why it’s magical and dear to you. Share your stories. There may even be some
opportunities for a magical tool swap.
Mahamrityunjaya Mantra (Healing Chant) (Venette) Come and learn a little bit about the
Mala (bring them if you have them!) before we set our intentions and chant 108 times together.
You really don't need any experience and will catch on quickly. Briefly learn the meaning behind
the words and the reason behind the numbers. *I offered this at Shield and Bow and it was truly
magical* The meditation will be offered twice, with a morning and an evening session.
Make Your Own Boffer Weapon (Hobbes) Learn how to make your own boffer weapon from
PVC piping, insulation foam, and duct tape. You will also learn how to care for your boffer
weapon and fight with it safely. These are the weapons used in Warrior Circle events that have
been so popular in the past few years. Pre-registration is required (sign up at Reg), maximum 15
participants, minimum age 8, and anyone 15 or under must be accompanied by a parent or guardian (16 years +). Cost is $10.
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Make Your Own Fairy House - for Parents and Kids (Venette) Build a flower pot fairy house.
Hot glue guns and adhesives will be used. Parents MUST accompany children. We will be using
glass beads, pine cones, popsicle sticks, and paint. Feel free to bring things you may find on the
forest floor or of interest, and remember to be kind to our Forest Friends in the process. If time
runs out and your house isn't finished you will still be able to bring supplies home or finish up
during your stay at KG. Ten spaces available (parent+child = one space) Sign up at Reg, $10 cost.
Mindset, Magic, Manifestation (Danica) "I create my day." ~Dr. Joe Dispenza. What does that
mean? In this workshop, we'll discuss how your mindset creates your reality, and how you can
create a new way of BEing in the world simply by changing how you think about your reality and
what you create. From there, we'll move to discuss manifesting and how the magic of thought and
belief can bring certain things into your life, and how I attracted everything I have today.
Morning Meditation (Leslie) Starting the day with stillness - developing a morning meditation
practice - can be a life-altering experience in the most positive way. Bring your pillow, yoga mat
or chair and join me for an hour-long guided morning meditation. Meditation helps you wake up
on the bright side, enhances your awareness, and helps reduce stress and anxiety. There is no
experience necessary. Simple bring yourself and an open mind.
Mushrooms 1: Growing Oyster Mushrooms Indoors (Wyrtweard Jennifer) Come learn how
easily you can grow your own oyster mushrooms indoors. You will learn the basics about mushrooms, sanitation and propagation. You will fill three bags, two of which will be grown and harvested for Kornukopia Gathering, and one for you to bring home. Please note that you will be
handling mycelium. Should you have a mushroom allergy, this is not the best workshop for you.
Children under 12 need to be supervised by a responsible adult.
Mushrooms 2: Growing King Wine Cap Stropharia (Wyrtweard Jennifer) What is serendipity if not finding edible mushrooms in the woods? Come learn a beginner level method for growing king wine cap stropharia, as well as participate in this Knoll legacy project. You will learn the
basics of outdoor mushroom culture, sanitation, companion planting and long-term upkeep.
Please note that you will be handling mycelium, if you have mushroom allergies, this might not
be the best workshop for you. Children under 12 must be supervised by a responsible adult.
Needle Felting (Amethyst) Needle felting is the art of sculpting creations out of unspun wool.
Come out to this beginner-level workshop and make a lucky ladybug! Suitable for ages 10 and up
- bear in mind needles are SHARP. Maximum 15 people, there will be a sign-up sheet at Registration. All materials are provided for a fee of $5.
Nordic Style LARP in North America/Raven's Knoll By Night "Session 0" (Storyteller
Adam) This workshop will introduce Live Action Role Play gaming, the Vampire: The Masquerade environment, and discuss the concept of Nordic style play and how it differs from typical
North American LARP-ing. Also included, the best part of any Live Action Role Play... character
creation! This will be for the actual LARP event to be held later during Fest.
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Pagan Chants (Katie Gadjas) Chanting is a very important element in any pagan tradition.
Learn new chants, or sing old ones. This will be a fun class. Please bring recording equipment if
you would like to.
Parent and Baby Meetup (Stephanie Berghello-Dotto) Free Coffee! Come for a relaxing play
date and meet your kids future fest buddies! Older kids welcome! We will stick out a blanket
and toys for the babies to play while the parents get some caffeine and conversation. Bring your
own mug.
Pitch & Bitch (Arinaad) A round table discussion on fermentation, brewing, and distillation.
Please feel free to bring a sample of something to share with the group and bring a vessel for
yourself. Age 19+.
Polyamory 101 (Psykhe) Finding love can be a matter of Serendipity. Now imagine it happening
multiple times and not having to choose between them - aka Polyamory. How does it work? How
is it not just cheating? What's a “Triad”? Don't you ever get jealous? How can you build solid,
healthy relationships that work? Join us to explore answers to these questions and more in this
introduction for those new to poly and those curious about what polyamory is and is not.
Prepping Wild Boar Recipes (Ron “the Stabby”) Now that the wild boar has been skillfully
butchered, Ron the Stabby will take the deconstructed porcine meat and create a number of
dishes, using an array of cooking methods. He needs your help as sous chefs! If you would like to
do more than watch, come prepared to work hygienically in an outdoor kitchen.
Pride Ritual and Parade Planning Being fabulous takes planning. Being magical sometimes
takes planning too! Join in with friends to ensure the parade and ritual are everything that they
need to be. Everyone welcome!
Random Acts of Kindness (Janel) This workshop has both talk and action. We will discuss what
forms random acts of kindness might take, and how people, in any situation or walk of life - can
benefit from both giving and receiving these kindnesses. We will share and inspire others with
acts we have done previously. Then we will make and decorate Mercury Mail to start the process
of giving, using supplies provided. Mercury Mail will be delivered to recipients later in the day.
Ritual au Naturel: A Liberation and Celebration of Sacred Nudity Part 1 (Lorena and
Rasa) Shedding clothes can be a way of getting closer to nature, practicing vulnerability, discarding our mundane personas, subverting cultural norms, and raising body awareness and acceptance. Skyclad ritual can be transformative and healing, but many hesitate to bare their bodies.
How do we create spaces where people feel safe when they’re vulnerable, despite the prevalence
of objectification and harassment. Come clothed for a discussion about being skyclad in pagan
and ritual spaces.
Sacred Sites Tour of the Knoll (Auz, Chrissy, Jaime, and/or Allison M.) The amazing thing
about Pagan-owned land is the ability to install permanent sacred spaces according to our Pagan
traditions. On this long walking tour we will stop by the sacred sites down in the main campground (the Standing Stone, the Gnome Home, the Rainbow Tree, Nematon), visit the sites
around the Drumming Pit (Lord and Lady Shrine, Feminine Shrine, Elvii Shrine), visit the many
sites on the Shrine Trail proper, and visit the shrines at the top of the property (Masculine Shrine,
Sacred Well). Points of history, lore, and protocol will be discussed on the tour, and all questions
answered to the best of our abilities. Dress, and slather yourself, for the weather and/or bugs.
Say What You Mean and Mean What You Say: A Poetry-Writing Workshop (Ja) This is a
friendly workshop open to anyone who wants to play and craft with words and meaning. We’ll do
some timed writing exercises designed to open up our creativity and get us saying the things we
need to say. Participants may read their work to the group or keep it private. Participants will
walk away with a few pieces and exercises you can try at home. Please bring paper and writing
utensils if you have them, though we will have some on hand.
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Science and the Craft: The Overlap of Science and the Mystical Arts (Danica) Physics, Psychology, Alchemy, the great Mysteries, and the "chicken and the egg" argument: which came
first, people or their gods? This workshop aims to open a conversation about the cross-play between making magic, the gods, and what science tells us. Where do they overlap, and where do
they play with each other. On some level, taking some of the mystic out of mysticism. For some,
this may help bring spirituality to a relatable level of reality.
Serendipitous Swap of Stuff (Kitty & Kare) Swapping is definitely the new shopping! Drop off
your no-longer-loved (but still in good condition) bells, sarongs, pendants, tarot cards, runes,
horns, cloaks, books, etc... with Kitty at The Wimple beforehand. Items will be presented individually (like an auction, but FREE). If several people are interested in the same thing, we'll roll a
couple of dice to settle any disputes.
Serendipity Tie-Dye (Heather Wright) What patterns will serendipitously emerge? Do you
want to tie-dye a shirt, or tank top, or pillow case? Let's have tons of fun getting messy, and
make some amazing designs. I will have dyes and elastics available. I will also wash your items
for you and you can pick them up from my vending booth the next day. I will have limited quantities of t-shirts available for those that don`t have one to bring. $10 materials cost.
Sharp and Pointy Things (Allison) Come join me for archery and knife throwing! Whether you
are new or experienced, all who are sober and have appropriate footwear are welcome. We will
have some equipment available and participants are welcome to use their own (with host approval). Meet at Standing Stone and we will walk up as a group.
Simple Introduction to Crystals and Crystal Healing (Leslie) As a certified crystal healer and
holistic counselor, I will take you through a simple learning workshop on some basic crystals and
how they can be used for healing. Please note that this workshop is not a substitute for professional medical advice.
So, You Think You Can't Sing (But Really, You Can) (Ja) This workshop is aimed directly at
those of us who think that we can't sing, or have had someone tell us that we couldn't. If you can
talk, you can sing, and if you want to sing, then we want you. First we will allow ourselves a safe
space in which to work. Then we'll do some simple listening exercises to get our ears working in
helpful ways. Then we will let ourselves sing, slowly, gently, taking as long as we need to, to
explore what it means to sing with the voices we have been blessed.
Stress-B-Gone! (Geneieve) Signs and symptoms of mental health fatigue, benefits of managing
stress, how to rock your daily life, and where to go from here.
Sumerian Mythology (Katie Gadjas) 3500 BCE, a nation appeared between the Tigris and the
Euphrates Rivers. Sumer, site of the earliest known civilization, located in the southernmost part
of Mesopotamia, between the Tigris and the Euphrates rivers, in the area that later became Babylonia and is now southern Iraq from around Baghdad to the Persian Gulf. What’s so remarkable
about the Sumerians’ invention of civilization is they did it with so few natural resources.
Synchronicity, Deja Vue, and You! (Victrix Oracle) Serendipity? Synchronicity? Deja vue?
Coincidence? What’s the difference? Victrix will facilitate a round table discussion about the
subtle differences between serendipity, synchronicity, deja vue and signs/omens. We’ll discuss
how to read and decipher them, and when they might be a sign of prevention of things like burnout or of meeting that special someone who will help you on your path. We will learn about the 7
types of "coincidences" and what they mean for us, as well as share stories and experiences. Attendees will have the option to ask for help to decipher things like deja vu, weird coincidences,
repeated dreams, and much more! Experts in the philosophy of metaphysics are asked to please
join us and share your knowledge.
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Tea with the YANA (Cookie Alex) Come have tea with Cookie Alex, Kaliedoscope’s first
YANA! Learn about how the YANA came to be, how the YANA shrine celebrates the human
spirit, and what to expect at the Journey of the YANA event. Chat with Cookie Alex, ask questions and hear about their personal experiences as the YANA. Bring non-alcoholic drinks and
snack if you like.
The Stag King Revealed (JS) You've been wondering what goes on in the Stag King trial? You
want a little bit more info before joining the competition? This a chance to find out from some
past Stag Kings who will answer most of your questions. You're welcome to come and learn even
if you don't plan to participate in the event.
Ukulele Jam (Kiara Green) Just having fun playing ukulele. Bring your uke, and any sheet music / chord charts to share for songs you'd like to try and play with the group.
Troll Magic and Recycling (Amy) Can I recycle this? Where should this go? No, pizza boxes
can't go in cardboard! While many of us are familiar with recycling from our city lives, recycling
at the Knoll is slightly different. As well, many city programs are changing. Change can be confusing! Come to Green Fairies during our open hours to ask Amy your questions, every day except Thursday. Shoes are required, be aware there may be wasps and hornets around.
Vocal Improvisation and Exploration (Ja) This workshop with look at spontaneous creation of
music, soundscapes and other possibilities through exploration of the elements and possibilities of
our voices. The emphasis is on improvising with our voices in the moment, making it all up both
freely and within structures. We will do warm ups to release tension and free our voices, then
explore different textures and concepts using the voice, including exploration of vocal percussion.
Using improvised voice during ritual will also be explored.
What is a Thanadoula/Death Doula? (Brigid's Balm) I will speak on the work I do as a
Thanadoula, and the challenges I've faced - differences in religious/spiritual practices within the
family, LGBTQ issues in aging or within the family, and the importance of ritual, advanced care
planning. Always open to answering questions to the best of my ability!
Yoga for Warriors & Meditation for Trauma (Dana) Morning yoga for all levels of students in
a safe, non-judgmental and non-competitive environment where there is no wrong or right, but all
about YOUR experience through the process of reconnecting with your body, mind and spirit
back again and allowing yourself to stay in the now. For all levels of students. Please wear comfortable clothing, bring your yoga mat or blanket, and pillow. Please be aware that essential oils
will be used.
Yoga for Warriors (Dana) Come to re-connect with your body, mind and spirit through the ancient art of yoga. Release all stress and allow yourself to experience now. Come to experience the
benefits of meditation to heal, reactivate your DNA, and reconnect to your higher self, to the God/
Goddess that you all are within. For all levels of students. Please wear comfortable clothing, bring
your yoga mat or blanket, and pillow. Please be aware that essential oils will be used.
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Newbie Program
Newbie (noo-bee) 1) A bright-eyed and bushy tailed person who arrives at Kaleidoscope Gathering for the first time. Often stunned at first, they can be in need of a few
explanations and a little guidance... and a sarong. ‘Cause everybody should have a sarong! 2) A person who is still in their first few years of attendance at Kaleidoscope
Gathering. They may know very few people, still have questions, or simply don't feel
like they are part of the family yet. 3) A person who is returning to the festival after a
prolonged period of absence, only to discover that everything has changed, nothing
makes sense, and life has no meaning anymore!
If you think you may be a Newbie we strongly encourage you to attend our recommended workshops for Newbies. If you need immediate assistance, please don’t be shy.
Enquire at registration, or from any person carrying a radio. We will find you an available staff member to help you get situated, settle in, or answer any of your initial concerns like "How the heck do I tie this stupid sarong?!?" or "Help! Have I just fallen
through a worm hole into a parallel dimension!?"

Things to Remember
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Festing is not a spectator sport. You get out of it what you put into it. Participate
and have fun!
Costumes are cool. Show others what’s in your tickle trunk and prance like you’ve
never pranced before! There’s no such thing as over to the top when it comes to
outfits.
We don’t camp. We glamp! What do you mean you don’t have a portable hot tub
and an inflatable chesterfield?
KG is where grown-ups go to play. Let your inner child run free! Just be careful it
doesn’t swim alone or unsupervised.
KG is a magical and spiritual event. Be open to the unknown. You’re not in Kansas anymore!

Recommended Workshops and Activities for Newbies
Newbie Tea Chat -Daily- by Monique and friends The Newbie Tea Chats are the
opportunity to ask those difficult questions. Like "Pagan? WTF is that??" or “What is a
ritual?” No two Newbie Tea Chats will be the same. Questions will be answered, and
various topics will be discussed. The Tea Chats are a great opportunity to meet new
people and to learn more about this community and its quirky ways. Special guests,
who have been around since the dawn of time, will make appearances to share their
stories with our bright and shiny Newbies. Topics will be chosen by the Newbies in
attendance, to ensure their questions and concerns are addressed. If you are a Newbie,
we strongly suggest that you attend at least one Tea Chat. We want to meet you
and help you have the best possible fest experience!
Grounding, Centering and Shielding for Beginners We highly recommend all Newbies attend this workshop. Ours is a magical community. Our rituals raise energy, and
the land is imbued with power spots. Learning the basics of how to deal with this is
essential.
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Staff Meet and Greet Get to know this community you have just joined by meeting the
people who make it possible. Also, get a glimpse behind the scenes of the largest pagan
event in Canada. This event will take place at the Thursday Newbie Tea.
Drumming Intro and Jam Session You want to participate around the fire, but dancing isn’t your thing? Or maybe you just want to try something new. Learn the drumming basics so you can get the full firepit experience. Also recommended for experienced drummers who are new to us. Come discover our rhythms.
Adult Bardic Workshop Thinking of signing up for Bardic? Attending this workshop
before signing up to participate is highly recommended… especially if you want to impress your audience!
Opening, Main, and Closing Rituals Don’t miss out on what makes Kaleidoscope
Gathering a magical event! In order to get the full experience, make sure to attend these
rituals. Main ritual, in particular, is the true reason for this entire festival.
Tour of the Sacred Sites of Raven’s Knoll Discover and enjoy the many permanent
sacred spaces found on this land. Created for the community, by the community. No
matter your path, you are sure to find a magical place you can connect with.
Volunteering A fantastic way to meet people, get involved, and integrate into this
quirky community. Visit the volunteer tent and sign up for various tasks, daily.

THE BLOCK PAGAN PROGRAM
We know that as a Newbie to KG, and it maybe even your
first time at a pagan festival, it can be intimidating to walk
up to someone and introduce yourself. You might really
want to meet people from different spiritual paths and ask
them about their faith, but you're not sure how to go about
it. And some enclaves can look particularly unnerving, full
of strange people, holding big swords, and wearing far too little clothing!
For those of you who want to make those connections and have those in depth philosophical discussions about the answers to the ultimate question of life, the universe, and everything, we have marked certain sites with a Block Pagan sign.
These indicate that those sites are open for visitors. Yes! They WANT you to wander in and sit for a spell. We promise, they won’t bite!
A list of the Block Pagan sites will be posted at registration.
(Parents tell your children to look for a Block Pagan sign if they get lost or separated from you. The people in these camps will look after your child and find a
Flying Monkey or another staff member to find and reunite you.)
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OUR SERENDIPITOUS LEADERS
Maryanne “MA, Auntie M” Pearce
MA has been a Kaleidoscope regular for over 20 years. For the past
9, she has served as Fest co-organizer, and for 10 years, as co-owner
of the land the festival has called home since moving from Whispering Pines in 2010. In 2013, MA earned her doctorate in laws with a
groundbreaking study into missing and murdered women in Canada.
Today she works with the federal government on issues around violence against women, including speaking in 4 European countries
and the UN in 2019. In her own time she supports animal rescues,
and provides pro bono tax help for Ottawa women’s shelters. She spends her life surrounded by dogs, cats, grand-dogs and a grand-cat… oh, and two awesome grown-up
children of whom she is enormously proud.
Austin “Auz the Viking” Lawrence
Auz is a Steward of Raven’s Knoll and an organizer of events like
KG, HHG, and KKG. He is a Heathen goði and keeper of the Raven’s Knoll Vé. He works for Public Safety Canada, in research. He
is currently on education leave to work on a PhD in Criminology
and Social Justice at Ontario Tech where he is studying Right-Wing
Extremism and Germanic Neo-Paganism. He is the proud husband
of Dr. Maryanne “MA” Pearce, and the lucky father of Kadri Lawrence and Joven Lawrence, as well as a menagerie of cute fur babies. Auz is a former
winner of the Stag King Competition. His YouTube cooking channel is called “Heathen
Hearth”.

SERENDIPITOUS STAFF
Flying Monkeys (Security)
Badger “King Kong” Jones – Head
TomyHawk “Fire Monkey”
Stacey “Peacemaker Monkey”
Shammy “Clover Monkey”
Allison “River Monkey”
JD “Medic Monkey”
Raven “Blaze Monkey”
Nat “Tattoo Monkey”
Joven “Wolf Monkey”

Ron “Morning Monkey”
J.S. “Quiet Monkey”
David “Howler Monkey”
Kieran “Pirate Monkey”
Connor “New Monkey”
Aniya “Vendor Monkey”
Kadri “Hungry Monkey”

Owl Post (Communications)
Kieran the Program Pirate
Kat ‘Mother of Pirates’ Proofreader

Brynn the Social Media Butterfly
Jaimcos, Website Guru

The Trolls (Maintenance)
Brendan “The Handy” Roche—Head
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Kai
Yves
Maurice (Mo)
Brix

Amy
Saskia
Duffy

The Nefarious Bunnies (Registration)
Natalie “La La Bunny Steps” – Head
Kadri “Hungry Bunny”
Lori “Sunny Bunny”
Lou “I have a Cat” Bunny
Corrina “Sugar Bunny”
River “River Bunny”

Sandy “Early Bunny”
Ja “Thumper”
Myst “Electric Bunny”
Brynn “Guinea Bunny”

Healers (Medics)
Polka-Dot-Palidan – Head
Todd
Ginger Bear
Tafi

James
Basil aka …
Heron
Munchkinland

Suzanne
Ambre

Brandy

The Yägermeisters
Christina “The Knollteer” – Head (Front)
Wynterowl – Head (Back)
Front of the Yag
Jacky B
Herne
Spark
Tita
Cookie
Em
Shee-Ra
Madison
Sophia
Michelle

Back of the Yag
Melissa
Cookie
Coco
Morgan
Josh 1
Josh2
Len

Fire Keepers
Salamander—Head
Lugh

Music & Mirth
Beef Castle Basil, Bardic

David Wolfsong, Music Thingy Guy
Special Undertakings

Aniya, Magical Carnie
Gwen, Volunteer Wrangler

Debbie, Staff Camp Chamberlain
Kadri, MA & Brynn, Pet Medics
With Us In Spirit

Gypsy Birch

Chris ‘Jock MacGregor’ Benson
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Festival Rules
Help us ensure the well-being and safety of everyone attending.
1.

All laws and bylaws of Canada, the Province of Ontario, and North Algoma Township apply
to visitors to Raven’s Knoll.
2. There are only two bathrooms, which are nominally “Gods” and “Goddesses” sides and nonbinary people can use either or both. There will be no policing of bathrooms by anyone;
people need to feel safe in their chosen bathroom. If you have any concerns about bathroom
usage, please see staff.
3. Parents are responsible for their children (under the age of 18) at all times.
4. Please be advised that the river is public. There is no nudity but people can be topless if they
wish. Just be aware that on occasion boats may pass by and photographs have been taken in
the past. You can be skyclad at the Pond.
5. Pets are welcome at Raven’s Knoll. They must be under control (leashed), not aggressive
and well taken care of at all times. Please be careful of heat stroke in pets. Pets can go into
Raven’s Knoll trailers and buildings (except the YAG, of course), and can swim at the beach
as long as they don’t disturb others, but please keep dogs outside of the buoyed area where
the wee ones swim. Please do not approach dogs wearing yellow ribbons.
6. Raven’s Knoll is home to sacred gardens, art, ritual spaces, installations, etc. Please do not
disturb any area. Should you wish to create, establish or install any new sacred space/thing,
please contact the stewards of Raven’s Knoll prior to doing so.
7. No aggressive, sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will be tolerated.
8. Respect yourself and others. Do not offend the Gods and Goddesses or spirits of the land.
9. The area over by the fence at the kids’ camp is the quiet camping zone, and the quiet time is
at 10 p.m. Some events may be louder, have amplified music or drumming, or late night
activities. Check with staff if you are looking for quiet or less quiet areas. We ask all campers to be considerate of other campers and to comply with staff requests.
10. No underage use of alcohol or cannabis is permitted. The legal age in Ontario is 19.
11. No child under age 12 may be left unattended near ANY body of water on the site. Children
may utilize the beach, but MUST be supervised by an adult. The swimming area is not supervised and swimmers swim at their own risk. There is no swimming in the sacred well.
12. It is not permitted to photograph or video anyone, including people in the background, without their prior consent; this includes rituals and group shots. Please be advised that offenders
will have the video or photo(s) erased and may be asked to leave without refund.
13. It is not permitted to dig or create any additional fire pits or to scavenge fire wood from Raven’s Knoll property. Wood is available for purchase at the registration office for cooking
and camping purposes. Firewood from outside the immediate vicinity is not permitted onsite. No fires whatsoever are permitted in any treed camping areas.
14. There is no bathing, washing of clothes or dishes, etc. in the river or in the bathrooms.
15. Smoking and vaping (of any kind) is strictly forbidden in all Raven’s Knoll trailers and
buildings. There is no smoking/vaping around the YAG, Rookery, Munchkinland, playground, or under the wooden Registration extension. It is permitted to smoke cigarettes elsewhere on the site provided that you dispose of your cigarette butts in an environmentally
friendly way. (Use the Butt Cans provided).
16. Do not drive around the campsite at night, and stay on the roads at all times, day or night,
please. There are fire pits and other potential driving hazards that may cause damage to your
vehicles or the campgrounds. Please respect the orange barriers when staff put them out.
17. Anyone putting the safety or well-being of others at risk, creating a hazard to the site or creating a situation that could have a potentially hazardous outcome will be asked to leave Ra44 ven’s Knoll without refund. This is private land; the stewards of the land have the right to
enforce these rules.

